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FREE

SHIPPING 

on all 

Orders over

$100

Corduroy Jacket 
with detachable vest 
sold on page 16.



Guaranteed 
Since 1526
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Cav. Ugo Gussalli Beretta 
President, Beretta 
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© 2011  Beretta USA Corp., Accokeek, Maryland.                    
Prices are valid through December 31, 2011.

“On this 3rd day of October 1526. [To] Master
Bartolomeo Beretta of the Brescian territory of
Gardone for 185 arquebus barrels [made] for
Our House of Arsenal [given] 296 ducati.”  

The Beretta “birth certificate” from 1526, 
confirming the first order from the Doges 
of Venice. Three original copies of this historic
document are in the Venice archives. 

A. 
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NEW!

Gel Recoil Reducer 
sold on page 10.

Trident detail 
on back

dark green

brown melange

red

At Beretta, our passion
for the outdoors, for 
the wild places, for the
sporting life has been
the core of our purpose
for nearly 500 years.
But a company does 

not succeed for five centuries 
without an equal passion for its 
customers and for serving them well. 

I am as proud of our emphasis on 
customer service as I am of our 
premium firearms. We have the
strongest —  and most enduring —
guarantee in the industry: 

If you aren’t completely satisfied
with any item you purchased 
from us for any reason, return 
it for a full refund or exchange. 

Right from our first sale in 1526 
to the Doges of Venice, our customer’s
satisfaction has always come first. 
And it always will.

Beretta’s exclusive fabric coating provides the ultimate
windproof protection and breathability to keep you
both dry and comfortable. 

A. Techno WindGuard Half Zip Sweater  
The perfect shooting sweater combines the warmth and
softness of wool with the ultimate protection against the
wind—Beretta’s double layer windproof barrier lining. The
breathable membrane also helps regulate body temperature
for maximum comfort. Fleece lined neck, reinforced cotton
underarms, and ribbed knit cuffs and bottom provide further
protection from prying winds. Ambidextrous shooting
patches are custom fit for our Gel-tec Recoil Reducer 
(not included). Zippered kangaroo pocket makes for 
a great handwarmer. Wool/nylon. Dry clean/washable. 
Colors: 0721)dark green, 0841)brown mélange, 0307)red.
Imported. 

PU887092 Sizes M-XXXL $145 



C.  Green Line Stretch —
Our Most Comfortable 
Beretta Jeans Yet! 

There’s a reason rodeo riders wear jeans with a touch of
Lycra in the weave: They offer unrestricted motion no 
matter which way you move or bend. We took our best-
selling Red Line Jeans, with their durable 14-ounce denim

and soft twill weave, and
added just enough stretch
to make these the most
comfortable pair of jeans
you’ve ever owned. And
just like our Red Line
Jeans, these are dipped nine
times in indigo for rich,
long-lasting color and
trimmed in Beretta silver
hardware. We guarantee
that once you step into a
pair of our premium
stretch jeans, you’ll never
wear denim any other way. 
Cotton/Lycra. Washable.
Color: 56)indigo. 
Made in USA.

JU902672       
Sizes 32-42;   
inseam 30" or 32" $75

Ring Belt sold on page 6.  

B.   World of
Beretta 
Fedora

The trademark 
of many Beretta 
TV shows, this wool 
felt fedora is light-
weight, water repellent, and packable. Just roll or
scrunch it up, and stuff it into your pocket or gear 
bag — it springs back to its original shape every time.
Trimmed with a genuine leather and feather band, 
this Aussie-style, pure wool fedora is made for us by the
Bollman Hat Company, America’s oldest. Color: Brown.
Made in the USA. See hat size chart on page 23.

BTA10075    Sizes M-XL $65
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A. 
B.
C.

B.

C.
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“I’ll admit I was
wary of jeans with ‘a

touch of stretch.’ That was 
a mistake on my part. These

Green Line jeans are incredibly
comfortable — whether I’m stuck
behind the wheel for hours on end 
or on an all-day hunt. And they look
just as great as my no-stretch, may-
never-be-worn-again jeans. 
I’m sold on them!” 

_ David Morris  

The Bucks of 
Tecomate
TV show
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reinforced
sleeve 
panels

nylon “wet seat”
lining protection

wind
cuff

wind
cuff

leather
detail

retractable bi-
swing back with
cape venting

two-way VISLON® zipper

adjust-
able 
waist 

underarm zip
control

fold-over pocket tops   _

drainage grommets at pocket bottom 

attached hood
with visor

A.  Waxwear Field Parka Shell  
An ideal layering piece in wet weather, this waterproof perform-
ance parka shell rolls up easily to keep at the ready in your gear
bag or the cab of your truck. Windproof, thornproof and breath-
able, Waxwear’s technology eliminates the oily finish and odor 
of waxed cotton without compromising the fabric’s performance.
Vented cape back, attached hood, adjustable wind cuffs and
drainage grommets help keep you dry and comfortable. The 
exterior pockets and cuffs are trimmed in leather. Three interior
pockets provide an extra layer of protection for valuables. Hand
wash cold. Line dry. Do not iron or dry clean. Color: 0832)spice.
Imported. 

GU6H2061     M-XXL $225

full mesh lining
for humid days

sit-down 
side vents

sit-down 
side vents

recoil patch and inside mesh pockets for
Beretta Advance Recoil
reducer
(sold separately 
on page 10)

removable Beretta
hands-free carry straps

zip security
pocket

roomy pockets with elastic
cartridge holder inside

Beretta Thermal padding for 
warmth under a   
cotton lining

NEW!

B. 

A. 

Lightest Warmest

B.   Waxwear Cotton Field Jacket
We have always loved the performance characteristics of waxed cotton
in the field — waterproof, windproof and breathable. And while the
oily finish and distinct odor of waxed cotton are just fine outdoors, 
they aren’t as hospitable to the interior of an SUV or being hung in a
closet at the end of the day. That’s not a problem with our new wax-
wear cotton field jacket. New technology eliminates the oily finish and
odor without compromising the fabric’s performance. It also features
lightweight Beretta Thermal Padding for warmth. Fully featured for the
field with an abundance of multifunctional pockets, including roomy
front pockets with cartridge holders. Pure cotton. Machine wash with-
out detergent. Color: 0832)spice. Imported.

GU132061              Sizes M-XXL $250
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See more boots on-line 

Go to berettausa.com/boots

EUROPEAN 42 43 44 46 47

USA 9 10 11 12 13

C. 

C. 

C.  Handmade Anjou Boot 
by Le Chameau 

These handcrafted, natural rubber boots by
legendary French boot maker, Le Chameau, 

are great all-seasons footwear. As perfect for
walking the dog as working in the yard. The
lightweight, low boot is made with their 

proprietary blend of natural rubber 
and is completely comfortable 

and waterproof.  Wide calf girth
with rear pull tab, lugged outsole,
and synthetic rubber trim. Color:

88)brown. Made in France. 

BCB1787 
Men’s sizes 42-43-44-46-47 $120

NEW!



When you spend as much time as I do traveling
the world in search of game, you gain a real ap-
preciation for gear that’s up to the task. This mi-
crofleece feels as soft as cashmere but performs
like a technical shirt. And it looks as good at the
end of a hunt as it did fresh out of the box.

—World of Beretta host Chris Dorsey
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D.  MicroFleece Shirt
This technically savvy shirt performs as if it were a
winter jacket—even with its slim fit. The weave of
the microfleece fabric creates a cushion of warm air
around your body that is capable of keeping you
comfortable in some very cold weather. The micro-
fibers in this shirt are finer than silk and about half
the size of fibers used to make similar products. The
result is an exceptionally soft hand and a fabric that is warm, dry 

and breathable, too. Buttoned-down collar. Polyester. Washable. 
Colors: 077X)green and yellow plaid, 076X)green plaid, 
086Z)brown and beige plaid. Imported. 

L LU585131                 Sizes M-XXL $138

w w w . b e r e t t a u s a . c o m

B. 

A. 

076X - green plaid 

D.

Odor-Free 

& Oil-Free

BERETTA 
WAXWEAR 

Breathable

Thornproof

Waterproof

Windproof

“

”

NEW!

This product has a slimmer “Italian fit.” Our 
experience tells us that it is best to order one size up.

077X - green and yellow plaid 086Z - brown and beige plaid 



B.   Adjustable Brass Ring Belt 
This genuine leather belt with fine
beige stitching has been
weathered to give it the
look and feel of a belt
you’ve counted on for
years. Double brass rings
secure the belt firmly in place during and
after the hunt. 13⁄8" wide. Color: brown. Made in USA.

TRIBECA         Sizes 32-34-36-38-40-42-44 $95  

Look no further
for chinos. We’ve

addressed them in a
way no one has before:

with nanotechnology!
The result is a 100%
classic cotton twill that
behaves like a high-tech
fabric with permanent
stain, wrinkle, and water
resistance built into its
fiber. Built for the field,
these chinos have full
brass zippers and heavy-
duty pocket construc-
tion. Complete with a
one-piece fold-over
waistband, these chinos
feature a wonderful re-
laxed American fit and
are tailored to take a
field belt. Washable.
Color: 82)hunter’s tan.
Made in USA.  
CU432591  

Sizes 34-42
Inseam 30"or 32"
$75

Pleated-Front Chinos
sold on page 43.
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PLAIN
FRONT

deep heavy
twill reinforced
pockets

heavy-duty
belt loops

Beretta branded 
waistband

full brass zipper

A.  Beretta TechWool Hunting Sweater
WOOL HAS NEVER FELT THIS GOOD 

OR PERFORMED THIS WELL!

We have merged technology and tradition once again to pro-
duce a high-performance fabric that works wonders in the 
field. Beretta TechWool couples ultrafine, soft merino wool
with temperature-regulating micro-fiber, Dryarn®, to create 
a hunting sweater that’s breathable, water repellent and light-
weight. Whether hiking a long way in the field or sitting and
waiting for the game to arrive, TechWool will keep you dry 
and comfortable in a wide range of temperatures. Dryarn® 
absolutely refuses to absorb humidity or odors, and its unique
insulating power maintains your body’s natural temperature
through the cold and heat. The sweater dries quickly, holds 
its shape and does not shrink. Ribbed collar, cuffs and hem.
Wool/polypropylene/nylon. Washable. Colors: 0805)beige,
0729)olive green, 0505)light blue, 0839)brown. Imported. 

PU807047 
Sizes M-XXL 
$175 

C.

B.

Dryarn® For the most extreme conditions
An innovative, high performance polypropylene microfiber, Dryarn® is incredibly light (in

fact, it’s nature’s lightest yarn), comfortable, tear-resistant, stain-resistant and antimicrobial. In

addition to its ability to keep you protected from heat and cold through its unique insulating

properties, Dryarn® does not absorb humidity and dries surprisingly quickly. 

NEW!

brown

light blue 

olive green

beige
A. 

BERETTA BREAKTHROUGH  

TECHNOLOGY
Wrinkle Resistant, Stain Resistant,  

Water Repellent

C.   Nanotechnology Plain-Front Field Chino



D.   Men’s Forest Jacket 
Designed with the help of our North-
ern European hunter friends, this soft
and super-silent microfiber hunting
jacket is perfect for hunting in all
types of conditions. The new shape of
the jacket comfortably adjusts to your
movements throughout the hunt, giv-
ing you full freedom. The cold and
rain are no match for the waterproof GORE-TEX® liner and
the Ecodown Thermore® insulation. Your comfort is assured
with Beretta’s breathable CoolMax® lining. Storm cuffs, a YKK
two-way front zipper, microfleece-lined handwarmer pockets,
waterproof game bag and Beretta’s hands-free shoulder straps
provide you every comfort and advantage against the elements.
Polyester. Machine wash warm. Color: 0715)green. Imported.

GU632289   Men’s Sizes M-XXL        $275

E. Women’s Forest Jacket
We changed the form without 
losing any of the function of our
popular men’s hunting jacket. 
Redesigned for women to fit 
perfectly and comfortably in all
conditions, this soft microfiber
jacket is warm, waterproof and
breathable. Featuring a flattering
slim fit and full freedom of move-
ment, the Forest is fully outfitted
to take on the elements. Water-
proof GORE-TEX® liner,
Ecodown Thermore® insulation,
breathable CoolMax® lining.
Storm cuffs, microfleece-lined
handwarmer pockets, waterproof and washable game bag, and
Beretta’s hands-free shoulder straps. Polyester. Machine wash
warm. Color: 0715)green. Imported. See size chart on page 23.
GD982289
Women’s Sizes  
S-XXL 
$250

F.  Italian Wool Scarf  
Sometimes “low tech” works as well or better than “high tech.”
That’s the case with the world’s finest wool produced in Italy.
The very best of it is woven into scarves. These Italian sciarpa
are particularly soft, warm and richly dyed. Embroidered 
with the Beretta logo. Dry clean. Colors: 0312)bordeaux,
0801)camel, 0523)navy,
0802)brown. Made in Italy.

SF810308          $98

w w w . b e r e t t a u s a . c o m

D.

bordeaux

camel

See Our Women’s Collection 

at: berettausa.com/women

7

brown

navy

Hat and Jeans
sold on page 3.

Shirt sold on
page 17.

F.

NEW!



      

    

* Available on SV10 Perennia III 12 gauge only.

SV10 Perennia III is available in 12 and 20 ga.
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See video of SV10 

Reduced Recoil with 
your smart phone.

Locate all of our Beretta Dealers 

Go to berettausa.com/dealers



B.  Upland Cordura® Blaze Cap
A hunter’s best friend in the field, our 10-mile blaze
orange cap ensures that fellow hunters will see you.
Traditional cap is constructed of water-repellent
Cordura® nylon with a waxed cotton brim to
protect you in all kinds of weather. Color:
25)tan/blaze. Imported.

BC139168        One Size Fits Most $20

A.  Upland Heavy-Duty 100% Cotton 
Canvas Cordura® Overlay Shooting Shirt

Here’s one shirt that’s built for a lifetime and a sure 
“pass-along” to the grandkids. Constructed from heavy-
duty workwear 100% cotton canvas that we enzyme-
washed for comfort. Additional features include an
overlay of highly abrasion-resistant Cordura® nylon on
the forearms and the recoil pad, and a larger bottom so you
can comfortably wear it in or out. Washable. Colors:
25)khaki/brown, 84)khaki/blaze, 87)tan/brown. Imported.

LU247698     
M-XXXL   
$90

87-tan/brown

84-khaki/blaze

25-khaki/brown

A.

B.

C.

A.
B.
C.

w w w . b e r e t t a u s a . c o m

Waterproof
game bag is 
accessible by 
either front 
or back.

®

®

®

C. Canvas Strap Vest
Our heavy-duty cotton canvas strap vest with
adjustable shoulder straps distributes the load
evenly for a comfortable day in the field. 
Because it layers easily over a shirt, sweater or
jacket, you know you’ll always be prepared
for whatever turn the weather takes. The
roomy, waterproof game bag is directly
accessed from the front or the back.
Spacious double front pockets
feature elastic cartridge hold-
ers. The facing on the front
pockets and the rear game
bag is high visibility blaze 
orange. Washable. Color:
0850)tobacco/blaze orange.
Imported.
GU432534                  
Sizes I(M/L) and   

II(XL/XXL) $80 9



C.   Ambidextrous Gel-tec Recoil Reducer
Just turn it over and slip it into an internal pad-holder

pocket, and you can share it with your lefty friends.
It’s superthin so it won’t change your length of pull,

yet it significantly reduces shoulder stress and 
vibration. Its ergonomic design is light and 
comfortable. Antibacterial. Made in the USA.

OG8500010560            $10

Exceptional resistance to abrasions, tears, scuffs, 
and punctures. Lightweight and water resistant,

Cordura® makes clothing and gear 
tougher and more durable, dries quickly, 

and cleans easily.

C a l l  1 . 8 0 0 . 9 2 9 . 2 9 0 1

A. & B. Upland Cordura® Jacket and Vest
This is the reason to throw out your old upland gear. Beretta’s breakthrough jacket and
vest for upland birds combines the field expertise of guides, hunters and dog handlers
into one piece of equipment with all the features you could ever want. Constructed 
of abrasion-resistant, high-performance Cordura®, the bi-swing back jacket and vest
feature ambidextrous recoil pockets, easy-clean no-seam game bag, easy-access full shell
box pockets with magnetic closure flaps, non-skid shoulder gun rests, and too many
other features to list. Washable. Color: 22)tan/blaze. Imported.

A. GU6B3570 Jacket Sizes M-XXL $210
B. GU6C3570    Vest Sizes M-XXL $150

articulated
elbow

two-way nonrust
VISLON® zippers 

nonskid gun 
shoulder rests

fleece-lined collar

internal
security
pockets

internal
security
pocketsutility rings

utility rings

magnetic control tuck-in flaps

two-way underarm zippers
for temperature regulation

®

10

nonfade blaze

nonfade blaze

®

D. Upland 
Cordura®

Chaps
Designed for maxi-
mum field perform-
ance with highly
abrasion-resistant
Cordura®. Articulated
knees, overboot zip-
pers, and expandable
pockets (with tuck-in
snap flaps) on both
legs. Washable. Color:
82)tan. Imported.

CU743570                  
Size I(M/L) 
inseam 30" $98
Size II(XL/XXL) 
inseam 32" $98

bi-swing back 
for full swing

snap closure for
quick expanding
easy-to-clean
game bag

back water- bottle pockets

back water- bottle pockets

license holder

self-adjusting
sleeve cuffs

full shell box pockets with drainage grommets

®

Field-Proven

Cordura®

internal recoil pockets on
both sides for ambidextrous
gel recoil reducer
(sold separately on this page)

®

®

A. 

B.

B.

D.

C.

two-way nonrust VISLON® zippers 
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H.  Cordura® Belt
The abrasion-resistant Cordura®

and American bison grain leather 
make this a functional wardrobe 
accessory. The Sam Browne-designed 
double-pronged heavy-duty closure 
makes it an attractive addition 
as well. Color: 83)tan. 

Made in USA.
BELT8380C  34-36-38-40-42-44-46  $98 11

F. Heavyweight 
High-Abrasion 
Upland Cordura®

Field Pant
This is one tough pair of
field pants with Cordura®
facing and mile-deep pock-
ets. Field features include
articulated knees, zip-open
overboot side construction,
rubberized waistband (so
your shirt does not pull
out), hidden snap flaps, and
side-seam security pockets.
Mesh lined at the top for
comfort. Washable. Color:
82)tan. 30" or 32" inseam.
Imported.
CU753570           
Sizes 32-44 $138

E.  Ambi Shooting Shirt 
A classic shooting shirt rich in technical details. Constructed
from tightly woven cotton, this shirt is lightweight, breath-
able and wicks moisture away to keep you cool and dry. Full
featured with roll up tab sleeves, security pocket, mesh-lined
back vent, and ambidextrous shooting patches custom fit for
our Gel-tec Recoil Reducer (not included). Back collar logo
treatment. Washable. Colors: 0704)green, 0125)incense.
Imported. 

LU987742    
Sizes  M-XXL
$85

E.

E.
F.
G.
H.

F.

H.

G.  Packable Hunter Hat 
This sturdy, but soft, pure wool Lite Felt
fedora is water  repellent, crushable, and
wrapped with a blaze-orange, pleated
pug band. Stuff it in your pocket or 
gear bag, and it springs back to shape. Brim
is 21⁄2" on the sides and 3" in the front and back.
Color: 88)brown. Made in USA. Size chart on page 23.

BTA8172            Sizes M-XL $65 G.

Pepper is a german shorthaired pointer trained by Gary Rothrock, 
who is a hunting guide, consultant and Beretta USA employee.

green incense

NEW!

internal recoil pockets on both sides for ambidextrous
gel recoil reducer (sold separately on page 10)



This painting, by an unknown

artist, is a somewhat roman-

ticized depiction of artisans

in a Renaissance era forge

within an armory complex—

a source of gun barrels,

edged weapons and armor.

From this milieu the Beretta

dynasty, and the complex art,

science and technology of

creating and building fine

guns began.
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The Best Gear
for the 

Worst Weather

NEW!

A. 

B.

C.

E.

Waterproof Waxwear
Field-proven, military spec, heavy
duty cotton Waxwear is dry to the
touch, tear resistant and waterproof.
There is no better way to keep your
gear dry and organized even in the
worst weather. 

NEW!

D.
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See all of our gun cases at

berettausa.com/guncases

“Beyond being extremely comfortable in all
kinds of weather, this is simply the easiest load-
ing shirt you’ll ever own. Just insert your game
through the wide-opening front pocket and
slide it effortlessly to the bloodproof game bag
in the shirt’s back.”

—Lee Colquitt, Alexandria, VA  

w w w . b e r e t t a u s a . c o m

field tan/
hunter brown

Lee Colquitt shooting doves in Argentina with the fast-cycling Xtrema2 with Kick-Off.

field tan/blaze

A.   Waxwear Cartridge Totes 
It won’t matter how dry the rest of your gear is 
if you don’t keep your ammo dry. Our military-
spec Waxwear totes, with inner lining, will keep
your cartridge boxes dry no matter how hard 
it rains. Wide mouth tops; leather details. The
large tote (14" x 8"x 5") carries six boxes; the 
small (11" x 5"x 8"), four boxes. Color:
0832)spice. Imported. 

BS212061 large $85 
BS222061 small $48 

B.   Waxwear Triple Game Belt 
Our rugged, waterproof Waxwear cotton game
belt carries everything you need for the day in
three big pouches: two for shells and one lined
for your birds. Sturdy leather belt adjusts to fit
32"– 60" waists and wears comfortably fully
loaded. Color: 0832)spice. Imported. 

CA372061 $110 

C.   Waxwear Duffle Bag 
Just the right size to carry everything you need
for a weekend away—even a rainy one. Lined
duffle is completely waterproof and features an
easy-access outside zippered pocket and wide-
opening zippered top entry. Carry handle, ID.
tag, and other details in leather. Comfort-
curved, antislip shoulder strap. 24" x 12" x 13".
Color: 0832)spice. Imported. 

BS132061 $145

D.   Waxwear Field Bag 
Keep your upland or waterfowl hunting gear dry
and organized even in the wettest conditions.
Unlike traditional oil-finished cottons, Waxwear
has no oily finish or smell. This durable bag,
with waterproof flap opening, floats fully loaded
with six boxes of shells. Plenty of pockets inside
and out; all-brass hardware; leather carry handle;
comfort-curved, antislip shoulder strap. 13" x 9"
x 9". Color: 0832)spice. Imported. 

BS262061 $168

E.   Gun Case Protects with 
Wraparound Folder Closure 

Keep your shotgun dry on a rainy day or while
making your way to a watery blind. Heavy-
weight Waxwear cotton will do the trick. Our
60" gun case features a wraparound folder that
will protect your shotgun long enough to safely
retrieve it if dropped in the water. Comfortable
nonskid shoulder strap and hand carry. Leather
accents. 60" long. Color: 0832)spice. Imported. 

FO802061 $130

F.

See video about this shirt
with your smartphone

F.  Easy-Entry Front-Loading Shooting Shirt
The Cordura®-faced front-loading shooting shirt makes bringing home the day’s
spoils simple. The lined pocket extends all the way around to the back of the shirt.
100% cotton shirt has a vented cape back, roll-tab sleeves, Cordura® shooting patch
and forearm guards, and two shell openings above the bellows pocket. Machine wash
cold, line dry. Colors: 09)field tan/hunter brown, 25)field tan/blaze. Imported.

LU227697 M-XXXL  $80

®
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Cabin Bluff

Los Chanares

Guayascate

Sierra Brava

The Beretta Trident Program is the first 

and only system to rate field sports 

venues. Not an endorsement for purchase, 

but an objective review process, “Tridents” 

are awarded for excellence. Combining 

the Beretta reputation for quality with a 

love of the sporting life, the program 

ensures exceptional hunting and outdoor 

experiences. We are pleased to introduce 

these new affiliates and congratulate 

them on meeting the exacting standards 

of the Beretta Trident Program. For details 

visit www.berettatrident.com

Cabin Bluff

Georgia, USA

www.cabinbluff.com

Estancia Los Chanares

Cordoba, Argentina

www.cordobadovehunting.com

Guayascate Lodge

Cordoba, Argentina

www.guayascate.com

Sierra Brava Lodge

Cordoba, Argentina

www.argentinadoveshooting.com
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B. Sport Classic 
Button-Down Shirt II 

We call these button downs “classic” for
good reason: The lightly brushed cotton
flannel fabric always looks and feels great.
Plus, these handsome plaids are always in

style. You can’t go wrong with one of each color in
your closet. Button-down collar and button-through chest
pocket. Back collar logo treatment. Colors: 0155)beige/red
plaid, 075X)green/gray plaid, 
0484)orange plaid. Imported. 

LU927688    Sizes M-XXL $65 

A. Light Polar Fleece Microfleece Technology 
Creates a Warm Cushion of Air Around You. 

It’s a marvel of technology that a sweater this light can keep
you so warm. Very fine microfibers (finer than

silk) produce a weave that won’t let your
body heat dissipate. Instead a cocoon

of warm air is created around your
body to protect you from the bit-

ter cold. These ultrafine fibers
also produce a fabric that is 

incredibly soft, lightweight,
dry and breathable. Classic
half-zip sweater offers both
style and comfort. Wash-
able. Colors: 0999)black,
702)green, 0846)brown.
Imported.

PU2A5115    
Sizes S-XXXL     
$50
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C. Waterproof Leather Hunting Boot by Le Chameau  
Originally created to stand up to the rigors of African safaris, these
Global Tracker boots with full grain leather uppers are waterproof and
breathable. The patented Air Comfort™ lining system wicks moisture
away from your feet for amazing comfort even in extreme heat. This 
versatile performance boot features speed lacing, additional padding 
and ventilation in the tongue and collar foot, rubber toe bumper and
stone guard. Color: 88)brown. Made in France.

BCG1256             Men’s sizes 42-43-44-46-47 $160

075X - green/gray plaid

0155 - beige/red plaid 

0484 - orange plaid 

NEW!

This product has a slim-
mer “Italian fit.” Our ex-
perience tells us that it is
best to order one size up.

A. 

B.

C.

NEW!

NEW COLORS!

EUROPEAN 42 43 44 46 47

USA 9 10 11 12 13

black

brown

green



B.  Beretta Red Line Jean
What makes our jeans the best on the market? It all boils down to construction
and fit. We took the top-10 best-selling jeans and the best technicians, and
matched them with the research of our Italian design team to create our Red Line
Jean. Made of substantial 14-ounce denim for durability in the oldest surviving U.S.
jean factory, these jeans are woven in a 3 x1 left-hand twill that is difficult to produce but
results in superior softness. Then they are dipped nine times in indigo for a rich, last-
ing color. Finally, we trimmed the jean in Beretta silver hardware and washed it down
for exceptional comfort and color. As for the fit, we think you’ll find exactly what
you’ve been looking for. Not boot, not relaxed_rather, a fit that feels just right for
everyday use in the field or at leisure. After all, if you’re not comfortable in your jeans,
what’s the point of owning them? Machine washable. Color: 56)indigo. Made in USA.

JU902671     Sizes 32-42; Inseam 30" or 32" $75 

A. Camugliano Stretch Corduroy Jacket 
with Detachable Vest 

Inspired by the countryside where Italy’s most famous
driven pheasant hunts take place, this sporting jacket’s 
secret lies in its ability to move with you. Just the right
amount of stretch is built into the Duca Visconti di Mod-
rone performance corduroy fabric, ensuring comfort at all
times. The field-friendly jacket features microfleece-lined
handwarmer pockets, our detachable, hands-free shoulder
straps, and our proprietary CarbonFluo water repellent
treatment. The removable Thermore Ecodown super 
compacted vest adds lightweight warmth when you need
it. The flaps of the front patch pockets hide the snap but-
tons beneath. CoolMax lining under the collar and at the
lower half of the jacket’s interior. Cotton/nylon/elastane.
Dry-clean recommended. Color: 0820)brown. Imported. 

GUD14770 Sizes 40-52 $590

NEW!
A. 
B.
E.

A.

This product has a slimmer “Italian fit.” Our experi-
ence tells us that it is best to order one size up.

A. 
B.
E.

C a l l  1 . 8 0 0 . 9 2 9 . 2 9 0 1

WHAT MAKES OUR RED LINE JEANS

THE BEST ON THE MARKET?

B.
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E.  No-Iron Drip-Dry Shirt
This pure cotton button-down requires 
absolutely no effort on your part to look 
its best. Simply wash it and let it dry itself.

The high-tech treatment that is permanently engineered into
the fabric wards off wrinkles and stains. Washable. Colors:
0160)beige brown plaid, 0158)beige plaid, 0997)grey plaid.
Imported.

LU947549 
Sizes M-XXL
$75

F.  Hoof-Pick Belt
We took that wonderfully shaped horse-grooming tool and
fashioned it in an oversized nickel construction. We married it
to the highly waxed finish of vegetable-tanned English saddle
leather and wound up with a terrific belt you are going to love.
Color: 83)spice. Made in USA.
HOOFPICK      Sizes 34-36-38-40-42-44-46 $145
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NEW COLORS!
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0160 -
beige/brown

plaid

0158 - beige
plaid

0997 - 
grey plaid

THIS BUTTON-DOWN SHIRT 
PRACTICALLY IRONS ITSELF!

NEW!

Classic Wool Sweaters

E.

C.

D.

grey

green melange

orange

D.   Diamond Wool V Neck 
Warm, soft wool makes for a classic pullover, while the diamond pattern
is reminiscent of the recoil patches on our hunting jackets. A bit of nylon
in the blend makes this sweater softer and longer lasting. Beretta triangle
logo treatment below back collar. Wool/nylon. Dry-clean recomended.
Colors: 0410)orange, 079A)green mélange. Imported. 

PU837071 Sizes M-XXXL $85

This product has a slimmer “Italian fit.” Our experience tells us that it is best to order one size up.

C.  Chesterfield Wool Round Neck 
A timeless construction in warm wool that has been softened with 
a little nylon in the blend. Overall ribbed pattern gives way to plain con-
struction at the shoulders to give the impression of recoil reducers. Beretta
triangle logo treatment below back collar. Wool/nylon. Dry-clean recom-
mended. Colors: 0840)tan mélange, 0908)gray. Imported. 

PU827071 Sizes M-XXXL $85

tan mélange
back back

front
front



A.  Water-Repellent Dry Fleece 
The lightweight warmth of soft fleece is tough to beat. But
with Beretta’s new CarbonFluo water repellent-finish, our
Dry Fleece jacket offers even more protection against the 
elements. You can even zip the sleeves off when the weather
turns too warm for a full jacket. Adjustable drawstrings at the
waist and collar give the perfect fit. For shooting days, slip
our Gel-tec Recoil Reducer (not included) into the inner
mesh pocket on either shoulder. Zippered security chest
pockets. Back-collar logo treatment. Polyester. Washable. 
Colors: 0700)rifle green, 0843)light brown. Imported. 

P3255440 Sizes M- XXXL $115

B.  Water-Repellent, Thermal-Lined 
Classic Paddock Coat 

In the Italian countryside, quilted paddock coats have
become an icon of country living. We’ve improved 

this classic coat with high-performance fabrics. The
quilted, lightweight microfiber shell is finished with
Beretta’s CarbonFluo water repellent finish to ward
off the elements. Inside is ultrathin Thermore®
Ecodown, a remarkably compact thermal insula-
tion that creates a microclimate around your body
to maintain your body’s temperature at its natural

warmth—without adding bulk to the classic profile
of the coat. Beretta’s CoolMax fabric lines the lower

interior of the coat. Distinctive buttons are wood 
circled around a blued barrel metal inner. Back collar

logo treatment. Polyester/nylon. Dry clean. Color:
0803)coffee. Imported. 

GUD82249 Sizes 40-50 $395

C a l l  1 . 8 0 0 . 9 2 9 . 2 9 0 1

NEW!
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NEW COLORS!

internal recoil pockets on both sides
for ambidextrous gel recoil reducer
(sold separately on page 10)A. 

C.

This product has a slimmer “Italian fit.” Our experi-
ence tells us that it is best to order one size up.

0161 - beige & green plaid

072X - green & orange plaid

light brown

rifle green

D.

C.  Sport Classic Button-Down Shirt II 
These lightly brushed, pure cotton flannel plaids with their soft, com-
fortable finish are destined to be instant favorites. The button-down 
collar, button-through chest pocket and classic construction give them a
timeless style that goes perfectly with khakis or jeans. Washable. Colors:
072X)green and orange plaid, 0161)beige and green plaid. Imported.

LU967695                            Sizes  M-XXL $65

D.  B1one Overnighter Briefcase
The Overnighter carries your laptop, a change of clothing,
and a week’s worth of files. Compact size slips easily under
airplane seats. Made of soft canvas with leather details, it’s
fully padded with Beretta’s exclusive thermoformed leather.
It has a pull-out sleeve that accommodates laptops up to
15". It also has built-in accordion file folder withVelcro® 
closure. You can carry three ways: shoulder strap, handle, 
or attached to your rolling bag. Other features are a zip
pocket under front flap with accessory holder. Dimensions:
19"W x 14"H x 6"D. Color: 83)tan. Imported.
BS780119        $150  

Fully field tested, Italian designed bags made of
the finest long-wearing canvas and protected with
our exclusive thermoformed leather padding.
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green

tan

B.

E.

F.

NEW!

All of our B1one cases and 

accessories can be found at

Berettausa.com/B1one

green

tan

E.  B1one Rollerboard
The double-density, thermoform-

ed leather around the outer edges 
absorbs the shock a bag takes in transit,

ensuring a smooth ride. The long-wearing canvas
and leather details will keep the rollerboard looking great
through the miles and the years. Roomy, open main compart-
ment can handle a week’s worth of clothes; zippered outside
pocket has a compartment for pens, cell phone, and more. 
Telescoping pull handle; two leather-wrapped handles. 
Dimensions: 13.5" x  21" x 12". 10 lb. 2 oz. 
Colors: 83)tan, 706)green. Imported.

BS680119        $220

F.  B1one Rolling Duffle
Stuff this soft-sided duffle full,
and you’ll have plenty of gear to get
you through a week . . . or two. No matter how much
you pack, you will appreciate how easily this duffle glides on its de-
pendable wheels. Three-sided top zipper makes for easy packing and
easy access. Four exterior pockets put the items you need most within
easy reach. An inner zippered bag with hanger keeps a jacket at the
ready; a separate nylon bag holds your hunting boots. Telescoping
handle. Dimensions: 27.5" x 15" x 14". Colors: 83)tan, 706)green. 

Imported. 

BS670119      $250

B1one Bags: Performance Meets Luxury
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A.

B.

C.

D.

E.

F.

G.

St. James Tweeds: 
Traditional Style &

Exclusive Fabrics
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F.  Italian Silk Game Bird Ties 
Como, Italy is famous for the quality of its silk and the extraordinary
quality and craftsmanship of its ties. Naturally, Beretta had these hand-
some five-fold silk ties, with their exquisitely detailed game birds, tailored
there. Lined in silk. Colors: 0700)green, 0408)orange. Made in Italy.

CR080251     $95

G.   Tattersall Shirt II
The pattern on these lightly brushed cotton flannel shirts harks back 
several centuries to the traditional design of horse blankets associated
with Tattersalls, the London horse auctioneer. Plain collar. Pure cotton.
Washable. Colors: 056X)sky/beige plaid, 0157)beige/khaki plaid,
018X)white/brown. Imported.

LU917688       Sizes M-XXL $65
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B orn of tradition and influenced by the pleasures of British-style hunting
parties, our St. James Tweed is a marvelous weave that blends the technical

aspects of wool with the soft hand of cashmere. In a nod to the simple, dignified
lines of traditional hunting tweeds, we kept the technical elements uncomplicated.
For example, Beretta’s exclusive BWB membrane, both waterproof and breath-
able, is discreetly hidden between the outer fabric and the inner lining in the 

St. James coat, breeks, and cap.      

056X - sky/beige plaid

018X - white/brown

NEW COLORS!

Learn more about our 

Beretta Gallery Stores:

www.berettagallery.com 0157 - beige/kahki plaid

A.  St. James Sport Jacket
The attention to detail and classic style
make this timeless tweed sport jacket 
a must for the hunter who reveres 
tradition. The fully lined jacket is rich 
in pockets and comes complete with a
shoulder shooting patch. Wool/cashmere.
Dry clean recommended. Color:
0864)brown plaid. Made in Italy. 

GU7C6362 Sizes 40-50      $695

B.   St. James Vest 
A splendid hunting vest for the field 
that was inspired by one of our grouse-
hunting trips to Scotland. Outfitted 
with Amaretta™ recoil shoulder patches
and generous front pockets. Wool/cash-
mere. Dry clean recommended. Color:
0864)brown plaid. Made in Italy. 
GU9B6362   Sizes M-XXXL $350

C.  St. James Coat 
Underneath the handsome wool/cash-
mere blend, our exclusive BWB liner
fends off the rain and the CoolMax® 
lining wicks moisture away to keep 
you comfortable. Features include a soft
microfiber collar, adjustable cuffs, fleece-
lined handwarmer pockets, and generous
leather-trimmed front pockets with flaps
and elastic cartridge holders. There’s 
also a large game bag in back and our 
detachable hands-free shoulder straps 
inside. Wool/cashmere. Dry clean 
recommended. Color: 0864)brown plaid.
Made in Italy.

GUF46362   Sizes M-XXXL $795

D. St. James Breeks 
You can’t get more steeped in hunting
tradition than with a pair of classic tweed
shooting breeks. But you can opt for
some modern improvements. St. James
Breeks feature Beretta’s exclusive BWB
waterproof, breathable liner, heat-
formed seams, and adjustable buckle
below the knee. Wool/cashmere. Dry
clean recommended. Color: 0864)brown
plaid. Made in Italy.

CU366362     Sizes 34-42 $350

E.  St. James Cap 
For the head, a classic cap in a soft
wool/cashmere blend. Beretta’s water-
proof, breathable lining (BWB) provides
all weather comfort. Color: 0864)brown
plaid. Made in Italy. 
BC046362    Sizes M-XL $155
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eXpect the uneXpected

The A400 Xplor.  The only 12 gauge shotgun created for every type of hunting.  

The A400 Xplor is a monster of technology, combining revolutionary features such as Blink, 

Kick-Off and Unico. The results speak for themselves – 36% faster cycling, 70% less recoil and

most important, the versatility to shoot 2 ¾" to 3 ½" loads through a gun with the weight and

balance previously found only on high performance competition shotguns. Prepare yourself for the

ultimate 12-gauge experience.

For information on Beretta firearms, apparel and accessories, or to locate a dealer near you, 
visit www.berettausa.com or call 1-800-Beretta. 

w w w. b e re t t a u s a . c o m

See more info on XPLOR
with your smart phone.

Locate all of our Beretta Dealers 

Go to berettausa.com/dealers



spruce

A.
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To Return or Exchange an Item: If any item that you order from us does not meet

your expectations, you may return it. Once we receive the goods being returned, we will

refund your money for the original purchase price. Please refer to berettausa.com for more

information.

Sales Tax: We charge sales tax on catalog orders in all states where applicable. By 
law, this includes orders shipped to states where we have a physical presence, including
either a company store or a commissioned sales representative. 

For more information visit the Policy Section of our website.

Our shipping rates are based on the value of the order. (standard UPS Ground): 

Up to $25 $5.95
$25.01 - $50.00 $7.95
$50.01 - $100.00 $9.95 
$100.01 - $150.00 $13.95
$150.01 - $200.00 $15.95 
$200.01 and more $18.95

Policies

B eretta Galleries
The Beretta Galleries are exclusive retail locations where our customers 
can experience the feel of the complete range of our products. The 
USA galleries are equipped to assist you with any catalog merchandise 
you may be interested in.Visit www.berettausa.com/gallery.

Black Wing Shooting Center

3722 Marysville Road
Delaware, OH 43015
(740)  363-7555
www.blackwingsc.com

Buffalo Gun Center

3385 Harlem Road
Buffalo, NY 14225
(716)  833-2581
www.buffaloguncenter.com

Diamond K Ranch

3A Hagg Road
Sisterdale, TX 78006
(830)  324-6727
www.diamondkranch.com 

Flint Oak

2639 Quail Road
Fall River, KS 67047
(620)  658-4401
www.flintoak.com

H&H Shooting Sports

400 S.Vermont, Ste.110
Oklahoma City, OK 73108
(405)  947-3888
www.hhgunrange.com

J.R. Shooting Sports

519 N. Oakhurst
Aurora, IL 60504
(630)  236-7788
www.jrshootingsports.com

JTH AGENCY

50 State Street 
Pittsford, NY 14534
(585)  381-3511
www.jthagency.com

Jaqua’s Fine Guns

900 E. Bigelow Avenue
Findlay, OH 45840
(419)  422-0912
www.jaquas.com 

Midwestern Shooters Supply

191 Church Street
Lomira, WI 53048    
(920) 269-4995
www.mwshooters.com

Mitchell’s Clay 

Target Sport Center 

6181 Concomly Road NE
Gervais, OR 97026
(503)  792-3431
www.mitchellsclaytargetsports.com 

PACIFIC SPORTING ARMS

850 W. Foothill Boulevard, #20
Azusa, CA 91702
(626)  633-1002
www.pacificsportingarms.com

Rough Creek Lodge

1435 Private Road 1256
Iredell, TX 76649  
(254) 918-2504
www.roughcreek.com

Tommy Bronson Sporting Goods

109 S. Highland Street
Memphis, TN 38111
(901)  458-5458
www.tommybronsonsporting
goods.com 

Woods & Water Inc.

5101 Summit Ridge
Tuscaloosa, AL 35405 
(205)  342-4868
www.woods-n-water.com

Shipping/Delivery

Next Day Air (add $20.00)
2nd Day Air (add $16.00)Any express 
delivery times apply to when your ship-
ment leaves our warehouse, which may
take two business days, if not back ordered.

JOEL ETCHEN GUNS

1500 Route 30
Ligonier, PA 15658
(724)  238-0332
www.joeletchenguns.com

KEVIN’S

111 S. Broad Street
Thomasville, GA 31792
(229)  226-7766
www.kevinsguns.com 

Lafayette Shooters

3250 Ambassador Caffery Pkwy
Lafayette, LA 70503
(337)  989-4500
www.lafayetteshooters.com 

Mace Sports

6921 Industrial Drive
Mebane, NC 27302
(919)  563-4070
www.macesports.com 

MCBRIDE’S GUNS INC.

30th at North Lamar
Austin, TX 78705
(512)  472-3532
www.mcbridesguns.com 

Mega Sports Inc.

16001 S. Lincoln Highway
Plainfield, IL 60586
(815)  439-4867
www.megasportsfirearms.com

USA Size
(inches)

Small
34-36

Medium
38-40

Large
42-44

X-Large
46-48

XX-Large
50-52

XXX-Large
54-56

Neck 141⁄2-15 151⁄2-16 16-161⁄2 17-171⁄2 18-181⁄2 19-191⁄2

Chest 36-38 39-41 42-44 45-48 50-51 52-54

Waist 29-31 33-35 37-39 41-43 45-47 49-51

Sleeve 
(regular) 321⁄2 33-331⁄2 34-341⁄2 35-351⁄2 36-361⁄2 37-371⁄2

Men’s USA Clothing Sizes

Women’s Italian Sizes vs. USA Sizes

ITALIAN 40 42 44 46 48

USA
X-Small

4

Small

6

Medium

8

Large

10

X-Large

12

Hat Measures
(inches)

Men’s Hat Size Head Size (inches)

71⁄8 M 221⁄4

73⁄8 L 23

75⁄8 XL 235⁄8

Locate all of our 

Beretta Dealers 

Go to berettausa.com/dealers

Beretta Premium Dealers
Beyond the Beretta Galleries, only five dealers across the USA have been
selected as Beretta premium gun destinations. These are the only local
dealers that have earned the privilege, by their advanced product knowl-
edge, to carry Beretta’s finest guns, built entirely by hand by our master
craftsmen. The stores listed below marked with stars are Premium Dealers. 

Beretta Shop in Shop
Beretta personalizes display space at your local dealer’s store with a full
range of products: firearms, apparel, accessories, and special parts.
Highly trained and qualified personnel are ready to assist you. The
Shop in Shop is the ideal place for those who want to peruse and select
from our complete line of merchandise. 

Beretta’s E-Gift Certificate. Give the 

Perfect Gift Every Time,  Any Time. 

Fast, easy, and always a hit, the Beretta E-Gift Certificate arrives
within hours and is redeemable online or by phone.
GC025 $25 GC050 $50
GC075 $75 GC150 $150

Exclusive E-mail Updates

Sign up to receive exclusive subscriber-only 
discounts and offers. Visit berettausa.com/signup.aspx

Shop in Shops & Premium Dealers

Shipping and Handling:  We do not ship on weekends or national holidays. We

can only ship to valid street addresses in the fifty U.S. states. For more information

please visit berettausa.com.

New York

718 Madison Avenue, New York, NY 10065   212.319.3235
Dallas

41 Highland Park Village, Dallas, TX  75205   214.559.9800
Milano

Via Durini, 5 Milano, 20122                            +39.02.76.02.83.25 
London

36 St. James Street, London,  SW1A 1JD +44.207.408.4411
Paris

57 Rue Pierre Charon, 75008, Paris    +33.(0)1.5688.5955

Buenos Aires

Arenales 1654/56, 1061, Capital Federal    +54.114.81.39258

ORDER ON THE WEB:
www.berettausa.com    

24 hours a day_

7 days a week

ORDER BY PHONE:
1-800-929-2901

8AM _ 8PM EST    
Monday _ Friday
Open Saturdays from 
Nov 5 _ Dec 16, 2011

1.

2.

Your satisfaction is our top priority.  If you aren’t completely 

satisfied with any item you purchased from us for any reason, 

return it for a full refund or exchange.

Guaranteed Since 1526
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See more Beretta shirts at

berettausa.com/shirts 

pink

navy

black

white

red

front

back

B.  Beretta Team 
T-Shirt

T-shirt bears the Beretta Team print across the back, the Beretta
logo on the left front chest and an embroidered logo on the sleeve.
Constructed of Peruvian Tanguis cotton yarn, one of the world’s
longest fibers, which gives the tee a soft hand, greater tensile
strength, and very little shrinkage. Washable. Colors: 38)red,
0999)black, 34)pink, 58)navy, 01)white. Imported.

TS667294 Sizes S-XXXL $25

red

white

navy

pink

black

A.  Long-Sleeved Double-Logo T-Shirt
Wear this long-sleeve shirt_displaying Beretta’s trademark on both 
arms and Trident logo on the chest_with pride. It’s the softest, longest-
wearing tee you’ll put into your rotation. Made of Peruvian Tanguis
cotton yarn, its unparalleled quality ensures you will be reaching for it
for years. You can comfortably order your regular size as this t-shirt
will have very little shrinkage. Washable. Colors: 0999)black,
38)Beretta red, 01)white, 58)navy, 34)pink. Imported.

TS717294         Sizes S-XXXL $30

A. 

B.



navy

black

Double Logo Tee 
sold on page 24.

double bellows shell
pockets for easy
hand access

leather
shooting
patch 
and trim

removable
Gel-tec 
Recoil 
Reducer 
inside vest

shoulder slit to
accommodate 
arm raise

embroi-
dered
Beretta
emblem

nonslip gun rest

E.
A.
C.

green navy black

w w w . b e r e t t a u s a . c o m
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Mesh back and side 
ventilation plus an
adjustable belt

Beretta blue
black

C.

D.

E.

green

C. Men’s Premier Clays Vest 
Beretta performance and reliability are built into every detail of this
premier vest. The tightly woven poly/cotton twill body ensures strength
and durability under competitive pressure while the mesh back and
sides keep you cool. Outfitted with a genuine black leather, full-length
international-style shooting patch, four lower pockets, and an ad-
justable back with snaps. Removable Gel-tec Recoil Reducer included
(see page 10). Trimmed in leather with a European fit (close to body
fit). Dry clean recommended. Imported. 
GT020074   Right-Handed     

Colors: 75)green, 58)navy, 99)black   Sizes 38-52  $125
GT040074   Left-Handed  

Colors: 58)navy, 99)black                  Sizes 40-48   $125

D. Trident Competition Gloves
Supremely soft, quick-drying gloves won’t let you down in the heat
of competition. Crafted from Pittards exclusive English carbon-tanned
leather, water repellent, breathable, perspiration and abrasion resistant,
they sport an adjustable back closure. Colors: 55)Beretta blue,
99)black. Imported.

GL380133    Sizes S-XXL $40

E.  Standard Hearing Protection
Beretta’s standard earmuff is perfect for the shooting range. Low-pro-
file, compact design offers great value and protection of db-25. Colors:
0701)green, 0560)blue, 0999)black. Imported.

CF100002 $40

Look for a large selection 

of shooting vests at

berettausa.com/shootingvests 

blue



B. Beretta 
Varsity Sweatshirt 
with Vintage 
Embroidery

Hooded sweatshirts are 
unmatched for casual 
comfort, but this one (with its
vintage embroidered felt logo)
manages to hit the right style
note as well. The lined
hood, drawstring neck,
and front tunnel pocket
keep the cold out and
your hands warm. The
inside is pure soft com-
fort. Cotton. Washable.
Colors: 0504)navy/gray
mélange, 0905)gray
mélange/navy. 
Imported.

FU127279
Sizes S-XXXL $68

A.  Beretta 
Weekender Caps

A soft cotton hat that’s as re-
laxed as you’ll be when you
slip it on. Stretchable Flexfit
spandex sweatband allows
for a comfortable fit while
giving the appearance of a
fitted cap. No buckles or
snaps to fool with. Embroid -
ered Trident logo on the
back. Colors: 58)navy,
34)pink, 54)royal blue,
53)dusk blue, 39)red,
79)spruce, 82)khaki,
75)loden. Imported.

BC889175          
One Size Fits Most $20

C. Take Your Choice — 
Competition Shooting Shields 

Full wraparound protection with plenty of standoff to prevent
fogging. The perfect pair of lightweight, full-visibility shoot-
ing glasses, Beretta Shields meet CE and ANSI standards for
impact as well as IR and UV protection. Delivered in an ar-
mored case with color-matching zipper tab and microfleece
storage plus cleaning bag. Colors: 45)persimmon, 15)yellow,
35)vermilion, 58)smoke, 05)clear, 39)purple. Imported.

SOC310020     Adult $38    
SOC310025 Women/Youth $38
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pink

dusk blue

red spruceroyal blue

loden 

khaki

navy

A. 

persimmon

yellow

vermillion

purple

clear

smoke

B.

This product has a slimmer
“Italian fit.” Our experience
tells us that it is best to order
one size up.

C.

C a l l  1 . 8 0 0 . 9 2 9 . 2 9 0 1
See our entire collection of 

caps at berettausa.com/caps

navy/gray mélange

gray mélange/navy



E.  Genuine Beretta Gun Oil
Give your guns the ultimate level of 
protection against corrosion with 
specially formulated, authentic Beretta
Gun Oil in either a squirt or spray 
bottle. Our water-repellent action cleans
and seasons your firearm’s surface, reduces
wear and friction between moving parts,
and offers exceptional corrosion protec-
tion, even from salt spray. Made in Italy.

OL32000209                25-ml Squeeze Bottle $8
OL36000209               125-ml Spray Bottle $12

w w w . b e r e t t a u s a . c o m
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G.

F.

H.

F. - H.   Gold Cup Shooting Accessories 
Protect Your Gear

Our winning line of soft-sided bags and gun cases for the
serious shooting enthusiast. Each is meticulously designed
to safely and superbly handle your cartridges, magazines,
pistols, and shotguns. The Cartridge Bag holds 6-8 car-
tridge boxes and opens wide for easy access. The Shooting
Bag also handles 6-8 boxes in its upper compartment, but
adds a rigid bottom compartment to carry a pistol or maga-

zines. The scratch-resistant gun case features double-density
anti-shock padding, Beretta’s central thermo-shield protec-

tion, and a full-length double zipper. Polyester. Color:
58)Beretta Blue. Imported.

F. BS650144 Cartridge Bag: 14" x 8" x 10" $40
G.  BS660144     Shooting Bag: 21" x 13" x18" $58
H.  FOA60144    Gun Case: 54"     $40

D. Victory Fleece Shooting Jacket 
Lightweight, warm, and breathable, our Polarfleece® jacket is just
right for cooler shooting days. When you’re active in your jacket, it’s
good to know that this high-quality fleece won’t pill and will last
wash after wash for many years. Though this comfortable jacket is
great around town, shooters will appreciate the abrasion-proof shoot-
ing patches on the shoulder and sleeves (for broken gun carry) and
the stretch under the armholes for unrestricted movement while
shooting. The full-zipper jacket is reinforced at all the stress points
and features deep front pockets and an adjustable drawstring waist.
Washable. Color: 0700)green. Imported.

GT165031 Sizes S-XXXL $110

When Napoleon in-

vaded and occupied

Italy in 1797, Beretta

supplied his Grande

Armee with arms.  A

new firearms factory

was set up in Brescia,

and 40,000 muskets

were produced yearly

until Napoleon was

defeated in 1815. The Berettas were awarded a “Good

Service Certificate” from Napoleon for their part in

the production.  

green

Three Layered
Construction:

Scratch resistant,

Water resistant,

Antishock 

D.
E.
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Locate all of our 

Beretta Dealers 

Go to berettausa.com/dealers
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A. Range Cap
Along with eye and ear protection, a hat is an important part of
your gear for the shooting range. Our comfortable, breathable,
lightweight cotton cap is perfect for shooting days and beyond.
Pure cotton. Colors: 0504)navy/Beretta blue, 0702)green/khaki.
Imported.
BT119144               One Size Fits Most $20

Ready-to-Go Range and Tactical Bags

Law enforcement, military or serious shooting 
competitor, Beretta has you covered with the finest 
quality, field-proven gear bags that are always “ready 
to go.” With a dedicated pocket for every accessory and 
a purpose for every detail, these are the bags you can
count on to deliver in the heat of the moment.

B. Range Bags
Grab them by their padded handles or carry them over your
shoulder. Either way these rugged bags pack everything you 
need for an extended or short session at the range. The bottom
of the bag features Beretta’s gun-protecting thermoshield
padding. Easy-opening top access with plenty of inner pockets
and zippered exterior pockets. Larger bag holds six cartridge
boxes; smaller bag holds four. 100% polyester. Color:
0999)black. Imported.

BS120189 131⁄2" x 8" x 10" $65 
BS690189 11" x  6" x  8" $60 

C. Pistol Rugs
Protect your weapon. The heavy-duty nylon shell rugs are
padded for maximum protection during transport. Handles
make carrying secure and easy-opening zippers guarantee quick
access. The 10" rug can handle all Beretta’s full-size pistols.
100% polyester. Color: 0999)black. Imported.

FO640189 10 inch $20 
FO520189 8 inch $18 

D. Tactical Pouch
Carry everything within easy reach on a comfort-shaped, 
adjustable belt. The big zippered pistol pocket is accessed
from the top. Organize everything else into three multi-
functional front pockets, all with magnetic close. 
Heavy duty nylon. 100% polyester. Color: 0999)black.
Imported.

BS530189  $38

E. Tactical Backpack
Even with its big pistol pocket, heavy-duty nylon con-
struction, and complete interior organizer to hold all
your accessories, this grab-and-go backpack is de-
signed for comfortable, all day carry. The er-
gonomic padded shoulder strap system reduces
back strain and offers optimal ventilation.
100% polyester. Color: 0999)black. Imported.

BS400189 8" x 12" x 7" $55 

A.

B.

C.

D.

E.
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C. Pistol  Vault
Our heavy-gauge steel vault will keep one 

or two of your pistols safe and secure from 
everyone but you. Deep foam padding fully 

protects your firearms. Five-button Simplex lock
opens in seconds for fast access when you need it. Change the combination as often as
you want. 12.5" X 8.25" X 3". Made in USA. 

LB1000      $200

A. BIS Packable Jacket and Vest 
Are Always Ready for Action   

Turn any of your shooting jackets into cold-weather gear that
perform in extreme conditions. Our jacket or vest provides a
warm, featherlight and breathable lining that fastens inside your
outerwear without adding bulk. At just 14 oz. each, both the
jacket and vest provide plenty of warmth without weight or
bulk. With two-way YKK zippers, two generous pockets and
interior zippered pockets, both work well without an outer
layer. Each packs compactly into its own zippered pocket for
easy take-along storage. Nylon shell/polyester insulation.
Washable. Colors: 75)loden, 99)black. Imported.

GU1M2882  Jacket   S-XXXL $150
GU1N2882  Vest S-XXXL $125

B.   Breathable Bamboo Tech T-Shirt
A breathable tee that won’t stick to your
skin even on the hottest days and
works overtime to keep you feeling
and smelling fresh. Ultrafine
bamboo particles in the 
fabric absorb and release
sweat quickly so you feel
fresh and dry. Mesh 
ventilation under the arms
and down the back provide 
an extra measure of cooling.
Polyester and bamboo/elastane.
Washable. Colors: 0100)white,
0999)black. Imported.

TS807251 Sizes M-XXL $48

D.  Portable and Secure Ammunition Boxes  
The ultimate ammo box. Precision machined to perfection from a single block
of aluminum, the base and cover are brushed, polished and inspected for per-
fect alignment by hand. INOX steel screws with anti-intrusion heads hold the

cover, hinges and lock in place. An integrated Key
lock ensures a high degree of built-in security.
Under the hood, a super-resistant foam prevents 
rattling and secures cartridges even when the ammo
box is held upside down. The laser cut cartridge plate
is available for .22lr or 9mm. Made in Italy.

black
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A.

B.

C.

D.

ZERO-A-BL               
9mm 50 round $79 

ZERO-22-22LR-BL 
.22lr 100 round  $79

C a l l  1 . 8 0 0 . 9 2 9 . 2 9 0 1

loden black

white



E.  PX4 Full-Size 
Air Gun

Like the genuine handgun, our
full-size replica has real blowback
action_it really kicks! _giving you a
feeling of power that most airguns
only hope to achieve! A pellet gun as well as a BB
gun, you can shoot either ammo from its revolution-
ary dual-ended magazine. This 16-shot repeater will
have you shooting as fast as you can pull the trigger.
There’s an eight-shot rotary clip on one end of the
stick mag, and another one at the other end. A 12-
gram CO2 is easily loaded into the grip and gives you
plenty of shots before you need a refill. There’s even
an accessory rail under the barrel. 

U2253004            $96

H.   Beretta CX4 Air Gun
This exciting 30-shot semi-automatic .177 caliber carbine will provide years of shooting enjoy-
ment. With more than 200 shots from one 88g CO2 capsule, this Beretta replica airgun uses a

unique belt-type 30-shot pellet magazine that makes this pellet rifle fun, fast, and accurate. Pair the
Cx4 Storm air rifle with a Walther PS 22 Electronic Point Sight for a tactical look your friends will pine for. Add a Cx4 accessory rail for
mounting a flashlight or universal laser. Also available as an "XT" model which includes a bipod, scope, and compensator. 

U2253005 CX4 Air Gun           $329       U2253009 CX4 XT Air Gun           $429

F. Beretta 
Airsoft, 
92 FS Electric

Low impact, airsoft guns are great 
for target practice, plinking and law enforce-
ment training. The 92 FS pistol features elec-
tric semi-automatic blowback firing, a 16 round drop-free
magazine, and a shot velocity of 150 fps (using .12g BBs).
Inner barrel of the pistol is full metal. 100 BBs included. 
Runs on 4 AAA batteries (not included).

U2274051           $30

See More Air & Airsoft Guns:

berettausa.com/airguns

Air & Airsoft Guns —

with the Legendary Look and Feel of a Genuine Beretta 
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NEW! NEW!

NEW!

E.

F.

H.

G.
H.

PLEASE  NOTE: 
You must be 18 years of age or older 
to purchase an air gun or airsoft gun. 

Responsible adult supervision is required during
use. Not available in restricted locations.

For more information go to:
www.berettausa.com/airguns

Shirt sold on page 11.

G.  Mesh Logo Cap
Finally . . . a black Beretta cap! You asked for it,
and we got it done. This cool cap is designed 
especially for warm weather with breathable
mesh sides and back. Moisture-wicking Q3 
fabric on the front panels for complete comfort.
Cotton/poyester. Color: 999)black. Imported.

BC969143      One Size Fits Most    $20

w w w . b e r e t t a u s a . c o m
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B.  High 
Performance Pistol Rugs

Protect your investment with a pistol rug
from our High Performance line. These rugs,
with their easy-opening, heavy-duty coil 
zippers can handle all Beretta’s full-size pistols.
The exterior is heavy-duty nylon shell with
1½" foam padding inside.  
Color: 0501)blue. 
Imported.
FO240189    

10" $18
FO510189   

8" $16

C a l l  1 . 8 0 0 . 9 2 9 . 2 9 0 1

C.

C. PX4 High-
Capacity  
Magazines

Manufactured specifically for
your 9-mm Px4 Storm, these
black finish magazines are avail-
able in 15-, 17- and 
20-round capacities. Note 
that the 20 round is an extended
magazine. Due to state laws, this
magazine cannot be shipped to CA, HI, NY, or
MA. Made in Italy.

JM4PX915 15-round $40
JM4PX917 17-round $40
JM4PX920 20-round $40

Two or More Magazines, $38 Each

B.

C.

9mm - 100 rounds

.22lr - 100 rounds

D. LaserMax 
Uni-Max 
Red Laser: 
The Ultimate 
Multi-Mission 
Tool 

A super-reliable, super-
handy, little laser. As
small as a matchbox, the
Uni-Max Red weighs no
more than a .45 ACP
round, including batter-
ies! And it’s the highest
power output laser 
commercially available.
The rugged unit can go
diving to 66 feet and survive multiple drops to concrete! The Uni-Max fits all Picatinny
(M1913) rails and Weaver rails 1.75" and longer. It’s perfect for Beretta’s 92S. Handy
features include adjustable windage and elevation setting for precise alignment. Choose
from Hi-Vis pulsating beam or continuous wave (constant on). Maintains alignment
through battery changes. Made in USA.

UD6A0359 $149

E. LaserMax Genesis. 
Rechargeable 
Green Laser —
the first of its kind

The first laser that combines
a compact and ruggedly
durable green laser with a
battery that’s rechargeable.
And it fits in virtually any
firearm with an accessory
rail, including Beretta’s PX4
Compact and Storm Com-
pact.  The green laser is 

more visible during any level of lighting, both day and night. With Genesis, you don’t
have to worry about a dead battery standing in your way when you need a laser the
most. Battery Life: 2.5 hours. Micro USB port for easy 
charging; power supply included. Made in USA.    

LMS-GEN-B $249

E.

A. Quick Wicking Tactical Sport Cap
Keep your cool in every situation with our quick-
wicking, quick-drying, quick- cooling hat. Tech
savvy cap lets fresh air circulate around your
head, while it lets heat out. Cotton and polyester.

Color:
0999)black. 
Imported.
BT129145    
One Size Fits
Most $20

See more lasers at

berettausa.com/lasers

F.   Beretta Laser Grips 
The Beretta Laser Grips have dual side-

activation buttons, rubber-over-mold 
construction, fully adjustable windage

and elevation, a master on/off switch and a
Beretta Trident logo!  Lithium batteries (included); more than
four hours of on-time use with a five-year shelf life. Applica-
ble for Beretta Models 92 and 96 large frame, including Cen-
turion, Elite II, and Brigadier. Technical specifications: beam
intensity _ 5-mw peak, 633-nm, class IIIa laser _ the maxi-
mum output allowable by federal law and technology. Dot size

approximately 0.5" diameter at 50 feet. Made in USA.

JG92LG302                                  $299

F.

D.
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J.  Px4 Pancake Leather Holster
Our pancake holster offers the sleekest appearance for
concealed carry. The thermomolded black leather belt hol-
ster offers the perfect fit for Px4 and features a back strap
fastener and closed barrel end. Dual belt slits allow the
holster to be easily positioned at different angles. Right
hand. Model Px4 9-mm and .40 S&W, fits PX4 SubCom-
pact; not for .45 ACP. Color: 0099)black. Made in Italy.

FO780020 $75

I. Beretta Leather Shoulder Holster
We’ve got the perfect fit for your Beretta pistol. Our black leather shoulder holster is thermo-
molded to match the model you carry and ensure an easy draw. Comfortable, secure shoulder
harness adusts easily at multi-points to put the pistol just where you want it. Slim profile conceals
under your coat or jacket.  Leather tie-down strap snaps around your belt. Leather thumb break.
Color: 0099)black. Made in Italy.

FO360020 92 Series $78
FO260020 80 Cheetah Series $78
FO060020 8000 Cougar Series $78

I.

K.

L.

K.  Tomcat Ankle-Band Leather Holster
If you prefer an ankle holster for concealment, this fully adjustable
model offers both comfort and Beretta quality. The holster and ad-
justable, wide wraparound ankle strap are made of premium black
leather backed with soft neoprene. Leather safety strap with Velcro®
close. Removable adjustable calf strap. Color: 
0099)black. Made in Italy.

FO170020 $75

L.  Tomcat 7-Round Magazine
This 7-round blued magazine is manufactured specifi-
cally for the Tomcat .32 caliber Model 3032. (Will not
fit Model 3032 Tomcat Titanium.) Factory replacement
Beretta magazines are guaranteed for reliable fit and
function. Steel construction and adherence to strict 
tolerances ensure years of service from these magazines
with proper care. Made in Italy.

JM32 $29

w w w . b e r e t t a u s a . c o m

G. & H. PX4 Storm Paddle 
and Belt Holsters

Ideal for concealed carry. Thanks to its reduced
spacer and size, our thermo-formed nylon holster 
is the perfect solution for police, military and sport
(IDPA, IASC) who carry concealed weapons. The
high ride holster system fits a wide range of belts
(3.5-5.5cm), the holster also comes with a paddle
belt attachment. Designed to stay stable during 
extraction of the pistol, the paddle lets you carry 
the holster without attaching it to your belt. The
paddle also allows for quick removal and reattachment
of the holster. Color: 0999)black. Made in Italy.

G.  FO790017 right full size
FO840017 left full size $49

H. FO830017 right subcompact 
FO880017  left subcompact $49

I.

J.

Left hand version 
available!

See more holsters at

berettausa.com/holsters

H.

K.

G.
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www.xtremeduckers.com | www.berettausa.com

THE FORECAST CALLS FOR REIGN!

Frigid rain, driving sleet, blinding snow and relentless salt spray—hardcore waterfowlers live to hunt in Xtreme 

conditions and so must their shotgun.  Beretta’s A400 Xtreme features Kick-Off MEGA’s 70% recoil reduction,  

Blink’s 36% faster cycling of any 12ga. load, and the exclusive Aqua Technology’s corrosion proof barrier.

These features combine to produce the Xtreme’s never quit, show no mercy attitude that will reign in the most 

Xtreme conditions imaginable.  Know No Limits—Go Xtreme. 

 

    

   

 

    

   

 

    

   

 

    

   

 

    

   

 

    

   

 

    

   

 

    

   

 

    

   

 

    

   

 

    

   

 

    

   

 

    

   

 

    

   

 

    

   

 

    

   

 

    

   

 

    

   

 

    

   

 

    

   

 

    

   

 

    

   

 

    

   

 

    

   

 

    

   

 

    

   

 

    

   

 

    

   

 

    

   

 

    

   

 

    

   

 

    

   

 

    

   

 

    

   Locate all of our Beretta Dealers 

Go to berettausa.com/dealers



88)brown 56)sky blue 78)rifle green

A. & B.  Featherlite Cotton Signature Shooting Shirt 
A real workhorse, this shirt will keep you dry in the woods or field
through a long day of shooting. A cape-mesh back wicks away 
perspiration, while our own cotton poplin featherlite fabric keeps
you comfortable and climate controlled. Available in a variety of
your favorite colors. Right-handed shooting patch; Beretta trident
logo embroidered on the left chest pocket. Washable. Colors:
01)white, 08)hunter’s tan, 25)orange, 88)brown, 56)sky blue,
78)rifle green. Imported. 

A. LU197561    Long Sleeve  S-XXXL $50
B. LU207561    Short Sleeve S-XXXL $47

C.   Camo Signature Shooting Shirt 
Featherlite cotton signature shooting shirt is also available in our
camo patterns. Right-handed shooting patch and embroidered
logo on pocket. Washable. Colors: 87)AP camo, 77)Max-4 camo.
Imported.

LU197561  Long Sleeve S-XXXL $54
LU207561  Short Sleeve S-XXXL $49

35

87)AP camo77)Max-4 camo

D.   B1one Cartridge Belt
Leather reinforces the 26 elastic loops sized for 12/20 gauge. An
inner thermoshield comes between the belt and you. Colors:
83)tan, 706)green. Imported.
CA160119    $40

A.

01)white 08)hunter’s tan 25)orange

A.

"Breeze Through"

Cape-mesh back wicks away perspiration
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B. Lightweight Goose-Down Vest 
Just the right warmth and weight for a cool day of shooting. The
durable nylon ripstop shell is filled with 80/20 goose-down that
will keep you plenty warm without weighing you down before the
temperatures turn arctic. Washable man-made suede details on the
front yoke, pocket flaps, and piping of the game bag on the back.
Beretta logo embroidered in contrast color on front yoke. Color:
0707)green. Imported. 

GU323181 Sizes M-XXL $175 

white

orange

Max-4 camo

hunter green

black

AP camo

A Beretta Mock Turtleneck
Ideal under any Beretta outerwear, our pre-
washed 100% cotton is as comfortable as it
gets. The Beretta logo embroidered on the 
collar coordinates it with your other Beretta
clothing and accessories. Camos are cotton jersey.
Washable. Colors: 79)hunter green, 01)white,
77)Max-4 camo, 25)orange, 87)AP camo,
99)black. Imported.

P2007101       Sizes S-XXXL
Solid Colors $45            
Camo Colors $48

C. Handmade Natural 
Rubber Boot 

by Le Chameau 
The best value in Le Chameau’s

distinguished line of tall rubber
boots. The bi-density outsole 
and midsole of the new Vierzon
model are the same as their industry
standard Chasseur boot and provide
unmatched traction and comfort.
The waterproof boots are hand-
made with a proprietary blend of
natural rubber. They feature an an-
timicrobial textile lining and an ad-
justable waterproof gusset closure for

a great fit around the calf.  Color:
75)green. Made inFrance.

BCB1497 
Men’s sizes 
42-43-44-46-47

$170

36

A.

B.

C.
See more Chameau Boots at:

berettausa.com/boots

NEW!

EUROPEAN 42 43 44 46 47

USA 9 10 11 12 13

NEW!



F.   Interactive Jacket
A great short jacket that stops the wind in its tracks and
fits easily under a parka or jacket. Microbrushed tricot
features a Windstopper® membrane that is totally wind-
proof and breathable. Dressed for the field with water-
proof handwarmer pockets, knitted grip cuffs, nonskid
shoulder gun rests, waterproof zippered Napoleon pock-
ets, and an extended kidney warmer back. Fleece-lined
neck for ultimate warmth and comfort. Dry clean recom-
mended. Colors: 87)AP camo, 77)Max-4 camo. 
Imported.
GU6E5057    Sizes M-XXL $225

knitted gripper cuffs

nonskid gun rests
fleece-lined neck

stretch fleece side
panels for ease of
movement

waterproof 
zippered  pockets

E.  Camo Cap
Brushed cotton-blend cap features
leather details on the brim. Ad-
justable buckle provides a perfect fit.
Colors: 77)Max-4 camo, 87)AP
Camo. Imported.

BC151660 $20

37

D. Polar Fleece Hunting Jacket 
Our comfortable fleece jacket will provide all the warmth you
need in the field, but it’s the full mesh lining you’ll really appre-
ciate. The mesh will keep you dry and comfortable, no matter
how long the walk or how hard the hike. The full front zip
jacket features a drawstring bottom, four front pockets and one
interior pocket. Washable.  Color: 0789)green. Imported. 

GU5V5433 Sizes M-XXXL $98

w w w . b e r e t t a u s a . c o m

D.

D.

E.

F.

NEW!
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by Sako

WHAT A TIKKA HUNTER SEES FROM
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Locate all of our 

Beretta Dealers 

Go to berettausa.com/dealers

See more about 
Tika T3Lite with 
your smart phone.



A.  Silent MultiClimate Jacket 
Designed to offer maximum protection
in every season, this lightweight, water-
proof jacket quickly converts to colder
weather by layering it with a BIS (Beretta
Interactive System) vest or jacket. The
Beretta Waterproof Breathable coating and thermo-sealed seams will keep you dry and comfortable.
The silent nylon jacket is rich in field-friendly details, like a double-entry game bag, radio pocket, pre-
formed removable hood, fleece-lined handwarmer pockets, five ample front pockets, stretch storm cuffs
with thumbholes, and an extendable waterproof “dry seat.” Ambidextrous shooting pockets are custom
fit for our Gel-tec Recoil Reducer (not included); removable “hands-free” shoulder straps make for easy
transport. Nylon. Washable. Color: 0729)olive green. Imported. 

GUC33138 Sizes M-XXL $235

B. Silent MultiClimate Pant 
Light, waterproof, and breathable, this high waisted technical pant will be comfortable through a wide
range of weather. Constructed for the rigors of the field with preformed knees and reinforced panels on
the seat and at the cuffs. The Beretta Waterproof Breathable coating and thermo-sealed seams resist
chafing and keep you dry and comfortable. Pants feature zipped security pockets, cargo patch pockets,
and a breathable mesh lining. Nylon. Washable. Color: 0729)olive green. Imported. 

CUC33138 Sizes M-XXXL $155

By the sixteenth century, Bartolomeo Beretta was mak-
ing gun barrels for the arquebus, a heavy matchlock gun.
Fine Beretta barrels were likely being used on guns of
such notables as England’s Henry VIII, the Holy Roman
Emperor Charles V, the Renaissance Doges of Venice,
and the popes in Rome.

Beretta Museum in Gardone, Italy

Waterproof
and easy-
to-clean 
double-entry
game bag 

Removable. adjustable
hood with invisible zip
system

Reinforced
panels in
contrasting
color
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NEW! A. 
B.

Waterproof ex-
tractable panel
can be used to 
sit on or it's zip
pocket can serve
as an additional
game bag

Beretta’s exclusive fabric coating provides the 
ultimate in waterproof protection and breatha-
bility to keep you both dry and comfortable. 

NEW!

B. 

Internal recoil pockets
on both sides  for am-
bidextrous  gel recoil
reducer sold  on
page 10.

A. 



B.   Mik Windstopper Jacket
Our technical fleece delivers up to 250% more warmth than a non-
windproof fleece—keeping you comfortable with fewer layers of
clothing and less bulky garments. Soft fleece keeps you warm while
the breathable Windstopper® membrane provides absolute wind
protection. So you stay warm, dry, comfortable and focused on what
you’re doing. Plenty of zippered pockets to carry the essentials and
more. Washable. Color: 79)green. Imported.

P30G5055        M-XXL $220

orange blue
green

A.  Beretta Big B Hat
The perfect hat for keeping you comfortable during competitive days
of shooting and days around town. With three color choices and stylish
contrast stitching, the Big B continues to be a customer and Beretta 
employee favorite. Cotton/nylon with perfect-fit Velcro® closure. 
Colors: 706)green, 411)orange, 560)blue. Imported.

BC899190      One Size Fits Most $20

Since 1993 Beretta has been
headed by forteenth generation
Ugo Gussalli Beretta. His sons,
Pietro and Franco, are also active
in the family business and Franco’s
son, Carlo, is sixteenth generation.
The direct line from Bartolomeo
Beretta to Carlo Beretta is a re-
markable legacy, rivaling the royal
families of Europe and absolutely
unique in the firearms industry. 

Ugo Gusssalli Beretta
with his grandson, Carlo. 

Jeans sold on page 3.

B.

A. 

B.

A. 
B.
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loden

brown
heather

Beneath These Sweaters 
Lies a Secret . . .

C. 

C. 

D. 

E. Wind Barrier Full-Zip Cardigan 
with “Bear Fleece” Lining

Sometimes the cold is more than we bargained for, but
never with this sweater that performs like a winter jacket.
The outside is pure wool and heartily constructed with a
fleece-lined collar, stiched shooting patches, plus rib-knit
cuffs and bottom. To that we’ve added a soft interior lining
that will keep you comfortably warm on cold, blustery
days. Full-length front zipper. Stitched shooting patches.
Wool outer/polyester lining. Hand wash in cold water, dry
flat. Colors: 74)loden, 86)brown. Imported. 
PU597020               Sizes M-XXXL $155

brown
heather

brown
heather

gray

C & D. Wind Barrier Short and Long Zip Sweaters
You’ll find pure wool for warmth and rugged good looks on the outside
of this sweater. But inside lies the secret: a barrier lining that keeps the
coldest winds at bay. Fleece-lined collar for comfort; full zipper or
pullover short zip. Cotton twill gun patches cover both shoulders while
ribbed knit at the cuffs and bottom keeps out drafts. Hand wash in
cold water, dry flat. Colors:  0910)gray, 75)loden, 86)brown heather. 
Imported.

C.  PU347019   Short Zip Sizes M-XXXL    $130
D.  PU337019   Long Zip    Sizes M-XXXL   $135

NEW COLOR!

E.

hat sold on page 3.

Beretta’s exclusive fabric coating provides the 
ultimate waterproof protection and breathability
to keep you both dry and comfortable. 

loden

loden
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C.   Shell/Hull Pouch
Front pouch holds 50 shells; back mesh hull pouch features easy-empty
zip bottom. Adjustable web belt included. Colors: 83)tan, 706)green.
BS990119       $55B.   Gun Sling

Adjustable belt-buckle ends; nonslip 
backing. 37" in length on the longest setting. 
83)tan, 706)green.
SL130119      
$35

NEW!

A.   Schwartz Wald Jacket — 
Warm,  Silent,  Waterproof and Thornproof 

Our most advanced outerwear for hunters who spend long days
in harsh winter elements. This tough cotton blend will keep you
warm and dry throughout the hunt with Beretta’s field-proven
waterproof, breathable membrane and thermal padding. Even a
howling wind can’t find its way inside this jacket. Outfitted to 
the max with double radio pocket, large front loading pockets, 

adjustable
storm cuffs

handwarmer
pockets with
micro-fleece

zipped under-
arm vents

recoil pads sold 
separately on 
page 10.

hood packs away in zip
pouch in collar

ambidextorous
pockets inside 
for recoil reduc-
tion pads_Sold
on page 10.

zipped
Napoleon
pockets

fleece neckGPS/radio pocket

large front
loading pockets

adjustable waist draw cord
and inner wind skirt

leather
detailing

zippered underarm vents, recoil pad pocket, adjustable waist draw cord,
fleece lined handwarmer pockets, wearproof piping, leather details and
more. The removable hood even reverses to blaze. And if the weather turns
unseasonably warm, our handsfree backpack braces will carry the jacket for
you. Cotton/poly/nylon. Dry-clean. Color: 702)leaf green. Imported.
GU4P3290                      Sizes M-XXXL $295

The Ultimate “Tree-Stand” Jacket 
for Those Long, Cold Days

Fully field-tested, Italian
designed bags made of the
finest long-wearing canvas
and protected with our 
exclusive thermoformed
leather padding. 
Imported. B. 

C. 

A. 

A. 

An exclusive membrane developed by Beretta. Good for protecting against wind
and extreme condition while transferring moisture to the outside of the garment.

Beretta’s exclusive fabric coating provides the ultimate in waterproof
protection and breathability to keep you both dry and comfortable. 



G.   Vintage Money Belt 
Sedgwick Tannery in England has long been known for making saddle

leather that’s the finest in the world. We turned to them for this
vegetable-dyed saddle leather that hides your foldable cur-

rency in its full-length zippered pouch. 11⁄2" wide. Colors:
83)tan, 88)brown. Made in USA.

BELT9176   
sizes 36-38-40-42-44-46   
Order one size bigger than pant waist.
$74

F.   Rugged Nailhead Shirt
Looking for that shirt that’s comfortable and warm, yet ruggedly at
home most anywhere? This one hits the nail right on the head. We
began with pure cotton canvas, enzyme washed it for that wonderfully
worn “I’ve owned it for years” look, and added a cotton flannel lining
that makes it practically a lightweight jacket. Add in the appliqued
abrasion patch recoil pads on each shoulder and a built-in zippered
Napoleon pocket and you’ve got more than a shirt, you’ve got a new
favorite. Washable. Colors: 75)green, 82)khaki. Imported.

LU502516         Sizes M-XXL $68

khaki

E. Nanotechnology Field Chino—Pleated Front 
Nanotechnology makes these chinos perform like no other you
have ever owned; pleats make their fit more flattering! The 
marvels of modern science allow this 100% classic cotton twill 
to behave like a high-tech fabric.  Permanent stain, wrinkle, and
water resistance are engineered right into its fiber. Constructed

for the field, these chinos have full brass zippers
and heavy-duty
pocket construc-
tion. Complete
with a one-piece
foldover waist-
band, they feature
a wonderful re-
laxed American fit
and are tailored to
take a field belt.
Washable. Color:
82)hunter’s tan.
Made in USA. 

CU392591 
Sizes 34-42
Inseam 
30"or 32"

$75
Plain-Front 
Chinos sold 
on page 6.

BERETTA BREAKTHROUGH  

TECHNOLOGY
Wrinkle Resistant,  Stain Resistant,  Water Repellent
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All of our B1one cases and 

accessories can be found at

berettausa.com/B1one

D. 

E.

F.

G.

This symbol was 
designed for Pietro
Beretta. He led the
company for 54 years,
until his death in 1957.
More than anyone in
the Beretta legacy, 
he made the company 
into one of the domi-
nant industrial powers
in the world of firearms. 

D.  Cartridge Carrier
Compact bag unzips on the top three sides for easy access to shell boxes.
Lined and padded to handle the weight. Features top-carry handle and
signature formed, padded bottom. Beretta lining 
and leather details. Colors: 83)tan, 706)green. 
5"D x 5"W x 51⁄2"H. Holds 4 boxes. 
BS960119        $40

green

brown

tan

khaki
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B. Beretta Beverage Bottle
Whether headed to a duck blind or a tail-

gate party, Beretta’s distinctive blue stainless

steel beverage bottle will keep five or six

cups of your favorite hot beverage at the

perfect temperature. Convenient pouring

grip and twist off cup makes serving bever-

ages anywhere simple. Easy grip handle for

steady pouring; detachable shoulder strap.

Volume: 37.2 oz. Imported. Color:

0560)blue. 

OG980460 $38       

C.  Italian Wool Scarf  
Sometimes “low tech” works as well or better than “high tech.” 
That’s the case with the world’s finest wool produced in Italy. The very 
best of it is woven into scarves. This Italian sciarpa are particularly soft, warm and
richly dyed. Embroidered with the Beretta logo. Color: 0999)black. Made in Italy.
See more colors sold on page 7.

SF810308          $98

A. High Performance Bags 
Constructed of heavy-duty nylon, our
line of High Performance bags—with
easy-access wide-mouth tops—is de-
signed to last for years. The largest bag
in our High Performance line features
a bottom compartment and allows
you to easily pack ammo, hearing 
protection, shooting lenses, a cleaning
kit, and your pistol. The compact
Range Bag (big enough for four boxes
of ammo) is ideal when you want to
travel light. Both with padded handle,
zippered outer pockets, and protective
bottom. Color: 0501)blue. Imported.

BS200189 Cartridge Bag   
13" x 12" x 14"

$90
BS230189 Range Bag  

11" x 6" x 8"    
$58

A.

B.

C.
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C. PB Copper Knife
During the 1940s in Italy, this is the folding knife you
were most likely to find in the pocket of a Beretta. We’ve
brought it back in all its original glory, including the 
detailed design of a red stag in relief on one copper plate
and the art nouveau design of the P. Beretta name manu-
factured on the opposite plate. Choose either a 6.5cm
blade or the blade plus a 12/20 choke extraction tool. 
Made in Italy.
CO08-1-9      Blade and Choke Tool $45
CO07-1-9   Blade Only $30

A. Trident Graphic T-Shirt
Our pure cotton shirt, with its distressed trident logo on
the back and signature trident logo on the front, wears as
comfortable as it looks. Washable. Color: 074A)green.
Imported.
TS527085 Sizes S-XXXL $20         

B. Whitetail Graphic T-Shirt
One of North America’s most sought after deer, the whitetail, is colorfully
illustrated on the back of this pure cotton tee. Beretta’s signature trident
logo on the front. Washable. Color: 0848)coffee. Imported. 

TS537085 Sizes S-XXXL  $20          

B.A.

C.

front

back
back

front


